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Scaffolding Asbestos Insulation

CLIENT

Project
SEESA are undertaking a 6 year, £750million project 
providing a new network of cables 32.5km in length, 
between Wimbledon and Crayford ensuring a safe and 
secure supply of electricity to the Capital.
The project’s design utilises a newly bored tunnel 
connecting sub-stations via deep shafts with secure head 
houses protecting the infrastructure beneath. At New Cross 
the two 35m shafts each have their own 15x15m secure 
headhouses, that required Securiclad high security modular 
panel system designed and manufactured to protect high-
risk areas. Typically used in data centres and government 
infrastructure, nuclear facilities, banks and hazardous 
material storage sites security rated 2-5.

Scope of works
• Install Securiclad high security modular panel system.

• Fabricate, supply and install class “O” weather proofing to 
GIS hall.

• Fireproof the whole of the GIS building to protect it 
against direct heat radiation and flame impingement 
to withstand temperatures of at least 1366.15 K (1093°C, 
2000°F) for a period of 30 min.

• In addition, we offer Ballisticlad, a high security modular 
panel system certified to Ballistic Standards EN1522/23 
(1999) FB2, FB3, FB4, FB5 and FB6 with a non-spall rating.

PROJECT

LOCATION

DURATION

SEESA (ALSTOM/National Grid)

London Power Tunnels 2 (LPT2)

New Cross Sub-Station

2019 Ongoing
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INSULATION
Alltask have been providing thermal,
cryogenic and acoustic insulation to the rail,
power, utilities, HVAC and pharmaceutical
sectors since 1992. For both planned and
reactive works our attention to detail from
design through to execution from our highly
skilled teams produce a quality of work 
second to none.

• Alltask are insulation experts for 
condensationcontrol, heat preservation, 
cryogenic insulation and trace heating, 
energy saving, protection against extreme 
temperatures and control of noise.

• Our sheet metal workers have a permanent 
fabrication shop in Medway, Kent at our HQ 
plus a mobile cutting solution which we 
cantake to site for reactive works reducing 
leadtimes in emergency situations.

• The Alltask insulation team of skilled craftsmen 
work with traditional hand cutting metalwork 
and man-made fi bre or hand moulding wet 
work through to using the most up to date 
materials available such as fl exible elastomeric 
foams and rigid phenolic, PIR and PUR.

• Alltask are accredited members of TICA, ACAD, 
NASC, Achilles Building Confi dence


